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Given fears of a COVID-19 resurgence and US election uncertainties looming, many investors are wondering what comes
next for policymakers in terms of supporting the economy. Our Fixed Income CIO Sonal Desai weighs in on the possibility
of negative US interest rates or other measures.
As policymakers venture further and further into uncharted territory, markets have to ponder what the US Federal
Reserve’s (Fed’s) next frontier will be. Investors first focused on the possibility of negative interest rates, then they realized
that yield curve control (YCC) was a more likely alternative—and indeed at the press conference following the Federal
Reserve’s June policy meeting, Chairman Jerome Powell confirmed they had discussed the option.

Do We Actually Need More Easing?
After this week’s strong rebound in May US retail sales—and the surprise 2.5 million recovery in May non-farm payrolls—
the Fed may want to take more time to monitor the situation. Some real-time indicators suggest a healthy rebound might
already be underway (as I discussed in my previous On My Mind). But the outlook remains highly uncertain, given fears of
a second wave of COVID-19 contagion and the November elections.
The Fed also needs to assess the impact of the policy stimulus already underway: The Fed’s own actions so far appear to
have been effective in boosting credit and stabilizing financial markets—and the Fed has so far deployed only a fraction of
its committed asset-purchasing firepower. Moreover, an additional round of fiscal stimulus is under discussion.
I think the Fed will wait till after the summer and will lean towards YCC if more stimulus seems warranted—I see negative
rates as very unlikely. Will the Fed have to step in again? In my view, probably yes. Even if we do continue to experience a
V-shaped rebound in the next couple of months, the recovery will then likely slow and it will take a while for the US
economy to get back onto the pre-COVID-19 path (see our recent white paper, “US Macro Outlook: Let’s Bend the
Economic Growth Curve.”) Moreover, equity markets appear to be already priced for perfection, which means that preelection volatility could set the stage for an adjustment in stock prices, bringing the usual market pressure to bear on the
Fed to step in.
For now, however, we should keep monitoring how the recovery unfolds—the early signs are that the country is eager to
get back to work—and to shopping. Let’s hope that continues. Meanwhile, let’s take a look at how YCC and negative rates
would work and how they would impact the market.

Yield Curve Control—A Controlled Experiment?
YCC can be seen as an extreme form of forward guidance and a natural extension of quantitative easing (QE). The Fed
would cap at specific levels the yields on Treasury securities at specified maturities, guaranteeing that yields will remain
low for an extended period. To achieve this, it would commit to buying unlimited amounts of bonds at the specified prices—
whereas in traditional QE the Fed often commits to buying specific amounts of securities. This would push private demand
towards riskier investments, across a wide range of assets, including equities and lower-rated corporate bonds.
The Fed has already used YCC in the past—back in 1942, it capped yields on both short-term and long-term Treasury
securities to lower the cost of financing the war effort.
YCC would have five potential advantages:
It would allow the Fed to anchor a portion of the yield curve at the desired level, rather than just fixing the short-term
rate below zero.
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YCC would reinforce the Fed’s forward guidance. Chairman Powell said at the June meeting that “We’re not even
thinking about thinking about raising rates” and no Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) member expects to
raise rates before 2022. The Fed could reinforce the message by controlling yields up to three-year maturities.
YCC could facilitate the funding of the massive fiscal stimulus underway—and of further rounds of fiscal easing if
needed—and maximize the impact of fiscal spending by keeping government borrowing costs low.
YCC would also likely be the least politically contentious and most transparent way to accommodate expansionary
fiscal policy.
If credible, YCC might require limited purchases—if investors believe the Fed stands ready to buy securities at a
certain price, they should be willing to transact among each other at that price. The Reserve Bank of Australia set a
0.25% target for yields on three-year government bonds in March and has so far met it with limited purchases. Japan
adopted YCC in 2016 and kept it in effect with lower asset purchases than in previous years.

There is no free lunch, however (not even in these days of unprecedented stimulus) and YCC would entail some troubling
complications and risks:
First, the Fed has to decide what portion of the yield curve to control. The “safer” option is to go up to three years
(like Australia). This would be consistent with a moderate-length forward guidance, and would make the exit from the
policy less painful—upward yield adjustments on three-year securities would have a more limited impact on the
securities’ values than at longer durations. However, it would provide only a limited boost to credit conditions, given
that three-year rates are now only about 10 basis points above one-month Treasury bills.1 Going out to 10 years, like
Japan, could have a stronger impact on credit conditions and help the Treasury fund at longer maturities; but if the
recovery accelerates and inflation expectations pick up, investors might start doubting the Fed’s commitment, and
grow reluctant to buy bonds at the prices implied by YCC. This would force the Fed to purchase much more
substantial amounts, making the exit strategy more difficult. The alternative, abandoning YCC, would likely damage
the Fed’s credibility.
Fixing asset yields (and therefore prices) across the yield curve would exacerbate distortions in asset markets. These
distortions and the associated risks to financial stability would grow with the size of the asset purchases and the
portion of the yield curve controlled by the Fed.
Finally, the exit strategy seems to be more fraught than in the case of QE. With QE, the Fed can taper its purchases
with an eye to market conditions to avoid sudden jumps in yields—and even that does not always work smoothly
(remember the “taper tantrum” of 2013?). The Fed would likely want to keep YCC in place until the recovery is well
entrenched, and inflation close to or above target; inflation expectations should therefore be quite healthy, and the
Fed would remove yield controls from a market primed to push yields higher—yields could spike in a disorderly way.
The YCC experience of the 1940s flags another risk: If under cover of YCC the government gets used to running very
large deficits backstopped by the central bank, it might be reluctant to see that privilege evaporate. And there is little doubt
that both political parties now show a robust appetite for much greater government spending.
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A Negative Vote to Negative Rates
Since YCC carries some significant risks, why has the Fed so far been consistently reluctant to consider negative interest
rates?
After all, several advanced economies have already experimented with negative rates during the past five years: The euro
area, Japan, Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland—while the Fed engaged in a 2.25 percentage point rate-hiking cycle
between December 2015 and December 2019. How did things play out?

Over the five years, US personal consumption expenditures grew faster than all five “negative-raters,” at 14%, followed by
Denmark and Sweden; US investment grew a bit more slowly than the euro area and Denmark, but on a par with Sweden
and a lot faster than Japan.
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Consumer prices also increased at a brisker pace in the United States: 10% over the five-year period compared to 8% in
Sweden and only 6% in the euro area.
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For Sweden and Switzerland, negative rates helped make the exchange rate more competitive—for Switzerland countering
the appreciating pressure on the Swiss franc (due to its safe-haven status) was an important policy goal. Since their
exports account for close to half of gross domestic product (GDP), a more competitive exchange rate can give an important
boost to growth—and the same holds for Denmark and the euro area. US exports are only 12% of GDP, however, so the
exchange rate channel would be less powerful.
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At first cut therefore, negative rates don’t seem to have given these five countries a leg up compared to the United States.
Of course, there were other important differences between the United States and the five “negative-raters,” and it’s quite
possible that Japan, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark and the euro area would have suffered a weaker performance had
their central banks not pushed rates below zero. But negative rates have certainly not provided a decisive boost.
You might have noticed in the first chart that none of these countries pushed rates much below zero; Switzerland made the
boldest move to -0.75%. Why did they not cut even more? After all, the rationale for negative rates is that if the economy
needs substantial rate cuts, but nominal interest rates are already low, the zero-bound should not be a barrier—
policymakers should cut by as much as they see fit.
Well, the problem is that negative rates can play havoc with the financial sector:
There is evidence that in Europe, where the European Central Bank has kept policy rates in negative territory for a
significant amount of time, the profitability of banks has suffered;
Pension funds have also suffered significant funding difficulties and a worrying increase in their liabilities compared to
their assets; and
In some countries, notably Germany, negative rates have caused political and social tensions because of the adverse
impact on savers and the elderly.
All this with interest rates around -0.50%. Now consider that for the United States today, some estimates of the classic
Taylor Rule2 suggest the appropriate level of interest rates would be -16%!
No wonder the Fed is reluctant to go down that route, especially as the robust health of the financial system is one of the
most important elements of resilience in an otherwise fragile economic environment.
Moreover, cutting interest rates beyond a certain point can backfire on aggregate demand—with very low interest rates,
households get a minimal yield on their savings. With high uncertainty and doubts on the solvency of private and public
pension systems, households can easily decide to save more and consume less.
So now look at the next two charts: between 1980 and 2000, a decline in US long-term interest rates went hand in hand
with lower savings and higher consumption; over the past two decades, however, that relationship has reversed, with the
savings rate rising as yields on 10-year Treasuries declined to record lows. Correlation is not causation, and the chart is
not proof that lower interest rates cause people to save more. However, it does caution against hoping that negative rates
would boost consumption.
Weighing the risks to the financial sector and the limited evidence of economic benefits, it’s not surprising that negative
rates have not sparked the Fed’s enthusiasm. Never say never though, so it’s worth keeping this analysis in mind for the
future.
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